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Abstract
This report illustrates the hardware and software design of an autonomous robotic
mouse that conforms to the IEEE (Institue of Electrical and Electronics Engineer) Region 6
Southwest’s official rules of design constraints. IEEE’s Micromouse Competition is a robotic
maze solving competition that’s been held since the 1980s where the robot must find the
shortest path to the center in the shortest time. The objective was to design a mouse that
was able to solve a 16x16 cell maze within 10 minutes. The report will examine the
obstacles of designs, fabrications, and software as well as detail descriptions of the
components used.
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Introduction
The purpose of this project is to have a clear understanding of how electronics are
implemented and embedded to design an autonomous robot with the following
applications: maneuver abilities, avoidance, and intelligence capabilities. Hardware and
software designs were essential to completing the task. In hardware designs, electronic
components were chosen, making sure all specifications and data are compatible with one
another. In software designs, embedding and communication between electronics were
essential in maneuvering and avoidance. Algorithms played a key role in the robot’s
intelligence to navigate to the center of the maze. We achieved this goal by competing in
SDSU’s IEEE Micromouse Competition on Thursday, May 7, 2015 with a maze similar to the
one in Figure 1.

Figure 1: IEEE 16x16 Maze
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Article 1. Objectives
The objective of the competition was to have students design a micromouse that
solves a 16x16 maze. The robotic mouse cannot leave any parts or run into walls while
navigating through the maze. It also cannot jump over, fly, or damage the walls. The design
constraint of the mouse is no greater than 25 cm x 25 cm, no restriction on height, and a
budget under 500 dollars.

Article 2. Hardware Design
The hardware design was the foundation of the micromouse. Every electronic
component played an essential role in allowing the mouse to maneuver through the maze
and avoid hitting walls. The components’ design specifications and interconnections are
discussed below. In addition, we discussed the reasons as to why we chose these
components.

A. Block Diagram
The block diagram below explains the process of how our design works. The 7.4V
power supply powers up the 5V regulator as well as the H-Bridge. The 5V powers up the
Nucleo F411RE microcontroller. The microcontroller then sends PWM (pulse width
modulation) signals to the H-Bridge. The H-Bridge controls the speed of the DC motors
depending on the duty cycle of the PWM. The DC motors are equipped with a magnetic ring
which send a variable voltage to the encoders depending on how the magnetic field is
generated. The encoders feed back the ticks to the microcontroller. This process is
repeated to help the DC motors drive. Lastly, the IR receivers and emitters act as a pair to
send analog voltage reading back to the Nucleo depending on how much light they see. This
helps avoid wall collisions and allows the mouse to maneuver through the maze carefully.
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Figure 2: High-level Block Diagram

B. Battery/Power
Our battery of choice was the Turnigy nano-tech 180mAh 2S 25C Lipo Pack. This
battery outputs 7.4V which runs our DC motors. The 180mAh at 25C discharge gives us
4.5A maximum discharge. The battery gives us a running time of nearly 15 minutes, which
is greater than our minimum requirement of 10 minutes. This lightweight battery only
adds 11.5g to our mouse, and is approximately 3x2x1cm, fitting nicely on our micromouse.
Many of our components ran on 5V, including our encoders, emitter LEDs, H Bridge, and
Nucleo board. To satisfy these requirements we used an LDO 5V 1A voltage regulator. This
regulator takes in the 7.4V from the battery and feeds the components with a constant 5V,
protecting our hardware. Finally, our Nucleo has a built in 3.3V regulator, which supplies
3.3V to our sensors.

C. H-Bridge
We used the DRV8835 H-Bridge Dual Motor Controller. This H Bridge takes in 7.4V
from the battery. It gives our mouse the ability to have its wheels spin both forward and
backward, allowing it to pivot and turn more sharply. If we had simply wired the motors to
the power, they would only spin one way. The H-Bridge uses 4 diodes to act as gates,
dictating which way the voltage flows to the motors. The H Bridge takes an input from the
microcontroller which switches on the gates we need when the motors should spin
forwards and backwards, and a pulse width modulation to dictate how quickly they should
spin. A higher duty cycle causes the motors to spin more quickly, whereas lower cycles
slow the mouse down. In the schematic below, the right side has the output pins which go
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to the motors as well as Vin taking 5V, and the left side taking in inputs from the
microcontroller.

Figure 3: DRV8835 H-Bridge Dual Motor Controller

D. DC Motors
Between the DC and Stepper motors, the advantages of using a DC motors outweigh the
Stepper. DC motors are lightweight, low power, and very efficient. We wanted to keep our
components as small and weightless as possible in order to make our micromouse as micro
as we could manage. DC motors are a fraction of the size of Steppers, and this was the main
reason we chose them. Another reason for our choosing was the fact that DC motors can
drive much faster than Stepper motors. We believed we would be able to work around the
difficulties of DC motors, and we were not willing to compromise on speed. These
disadvantages include the closed loop feedback control system we had to create. Stepper
motors can run on an open loop, but we had to design a complicated system in order to
retrieve and output information to and from our microchip. Stepper motors also have the
advantage of ease of precision, taking in pulses to move exact distances. We had to take
input from our encoders to tell the mouse how quickly its motors turn and how far it has
traveled.
We chose to use the Pololu 30:1 Micrometal Gearmotors because they offered a good
compromise between torque and top end speed. Through our trial and error testing, we
found the 10:1 gear ratio offered good speed but no torque for acceleration. The 50:1,
however, offered the exact opposite and lacked the top end speed we desired. Our motors
take in 7.4V and the duty cycle previously mentioned through the H Bridge, and spin our
custom 3D printed wheels. These wheels are retrofitted with magnetic rings containing 44
north and south poles (22 pole pairs), which create a magnetic field.

Figure 4: Pololu 30:1 Mircometal Gearmotors
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E. IR Sensors
There were two options when it came to choosing a sensor: either a proximity sensor or
IR sensor pair. The proximity sensors are more expensive but easier to setup and use. As
for the IR sensors, they were cheaper and gave a farther reading but more complex
implementing. Due to our mouse design of using DC motors, the IR sensor pair was the
more suitable option for us to go with. The reason behind this is when using a proximity
sensors, it would not give us reading responses fast enough and far enough for our mouse
compared to us using an IR sensor pair. In conclusion, we decided to go with a photodiode
and phototransistor pair we chose: Osram SFH4545 photodiode and TEFT 4300
phototransistor.
So, how do these IR sensor pair work? The photodiode serves as an emitter. The diode
emits out infrared light with a wavelength of approximately 940 nano meters in a 10
degrees cone shape. The light was capable of hitting walls and reflecting back. As for the
Phototransistors, they served as our receiver. The phototransistor takes in the infrared
light emitted from the photodiode. Now, how these two sensors worked with our
micromouse was that the photodiode emits out a light which then hit a wall and reflects
back to the mouse. Once the light reflects, the phototransistor takes the light reading and
displays a voltage depending on how much light was received.

IR Sensors Testing:

Several calculations, trials, and errors were done to set up the IR sensors with the
correct resistance. The following equation was used to find the resistor value to place
before or after the photo diode to give a rising or falling wave reading:
Vin – Vdrop / R = MaxCurrent -> 5 V – 1.6 V / R = 100mA -> R = 34 (ohms)
As for the phototransistor, the value of 1.8 ohms serves as a pull down resistor to allow the
light to become a readable value. The schematic in Figure 5 illustrates the design setup of
the photodiode and phototransistor.

Figure 5: Emitter’s and Receiver’s Schematic
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To test the sensors, competition maze walls were set up at certain distances. The
readings were relatively close to the theoretical values. The closer the wall is to the
sensors, the higher the voltage readings, illustrating how light being emitted has less time
to dissipate. When the wall is in front of the sensors, we received a reading of about 3 volts.
When the wall is further away, the volts dropped to around 0.9 volts.

Placement of IR Sensors:

The two sensor pairs are placed facing the forward walls. Another sensor pair facing
the left side of the mouse at 45 degrees, and the last pair facing the right side of the mouse
at 45 degrees as well. Our logic for this was to read how far the mouse is away from the
front walls. With two pairs facing the front, it will give us a better and more accurate
reading. Additionally it will give us a farther reading with more light being emitted. For the
side sensors, we wanted to read the distance of how far the mouse is from the side walls to
help us indicate when our mouse isn’t going straight or isn’t in the middle. Additionally, it
will help us see walls to no wall transitions if facing the front walls. With our layout of four
sensor pairs, we were worried that the photodiode’s emitted light will interfere with
receivers reading the wrong emitted light.
This became a problem after running several tests. As a result, light being emitted
bounces too much and stays long enough to interfere with receivers’ readings. To resolve
the issue, we decided to pulse the sensors (on and off) for a certain amount of time. Since
we have 3 positions of sensors, we decided to pulse 3 different pulses. A MOSFET,
DMN3150LW, was used to switch the pulsing.

Figure 6: IR Sensor Pulsing Timing Diagram
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As you can see from the diagram in Figure 6, our sensors pulse on for 30uS and emit
a light. This emitted light is taken in by the receiver in that 30uS and charges up to its peak
voltage. This voltage indicates how far away the mouse is away from the wall. Once the
30uS is over, the photodiode will turn off and the receiver will discharge the light for
another 30uS. Once finished discharging the next sensor pair will turn on and repeat this
process.

F. Rotary Encoders
Knowing the position of each wheel with accuracy and precision is crucial to
building a successful micro mouse because this information allows you to control the
movement of the mouse with accuracy and precision. By reliably knowing position, the
microcontroller can be coded to derive velocity and acceleration as well as implement a
feedback loop to maintain these parameters with respect to desired values. In order to
measure the position of our wheels, we used two AMS AS5304 Hall-effect sensors each
paired with an AMS 44-pole (22 pole pair) magnetic ring. We designed our wheels in Solid
Works and 3D printed them to seamlessly fit the magnetic ring (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Magnetic Ring
One of the more difficult parts about achieving correct sensor position is that the
spacing between the rotating magnetic ring and the fixed IC chip must be maintained at
less than 1 millimeter. Tolerances between mounting the motors, encoder PCB, axial
movement of rotating parts and other variables can all add up to exceed the 1 mm
requirement. In practice, we found that our wheels did not rotate exactly parallel to the
fixed encoder PCB and after making as many adjustments as possible, we still had change in
the axial distance during rotation. We managed to achieve less than 1 mm axial movement,
so we simply placed the wheel and magnetic ring as close to the chip as possible without
touching it when it rotated closest to the chip so that as it rotated furthest from the chip it
was still within the 1mm requirement to read the magnetic field. Approximate positioning
can be seen in the illustration shown below in Figure 8.
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Theory of Operation:

The theory of operation for the AS5304 Hall-effect IC paired with a 44-pole
magnetic ring is as follows. First the chip must be positioned precisely so that the poles on
the rotating magnetic ring are aligned with the Hall sensor array in the chip. As mentioned
above, we achieved this by mounting the chip on its own PCB which itself was fixed
vertically and parallel to the rotating wheel.
As the wheel and magnetic ring rotate, the Hall sensor array senses and amplifies
the changing magnetic field. To the fixed IC, the changing magnetic field appears as a
frequency modulating sinusoid (modulating by the speed of the spinning wheel). Figure 9
illustrates this perfectly. As the wheel speed (amplitude) increases or decreases
(acceleration and deceleration) in the positive domain, the frequency of the magnetic field
increases and decreases in direct relation. Each north and south pole, or pole pair, that
passes over the Hall sensor array makes for one period of the sinusoid. As the north pole
passes over the middle of the array, the sinusoid reaches its maximum peak and as the
south pole passes, the sinusoid reaches it minimum peak. The Hall array is also configured
to obtain a 90 degree shifted sinusoid (cosine) for a two channel quadrature output which
provides directionality.

Figure 8

Figure 9

Further increasing the precision of the encoder chip is an interpolating circuit,
which splits each period of the pole pair generated sine and cosine waves into 80
additional “ticks”, or position markers. These positions are passed through an analog to
digital comparator circuit to mark the rising and falling edges of the square wave outputs.
The resulting output is a two channel, quadrature square wave, shown below in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Quadrature Square Wave (Encoders)

Implementing into Control Loop:

When interfaced with the STM32F411RE chip on our Nucleo microcontroller, both
the rising and falling edges of one of the channels can be triggered and counted, which by
the following equation, gives us an encoder precision of 1760 ticks per revolution:
22 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠
80 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
×
= 1760 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝐶𝑃𝑅)
𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟
In order to be useful to us in the real world, we translated CPR to linear distance
travelled by each wheel in the maze using the following equation:
2 𝜋 𝑟 (µ𝑚)
𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

× 1760 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠 =

µ𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡

, where radius (r) = 18450 µm

This calculation gives us an overall precision of 65.87 µm per count, which is fitting
for a micro-mouse competition and the dimensions that we are operating in. On the AMS
datasheet for the encoder IC chip, they claim that the chip can read up to 5000 pole pairs
per second, 300,000 per minute. In other words:
300,000 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠
𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
×
= 13,636.36 𝑅𝑃𝑀
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒
22 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠
13,636.36 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
0.11592 𝑚
1 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒
×
×
= 26.35 𝑚/ sec = 58.93 𝑚𝑝ℎ
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒
𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 60 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠
This is far greater than necessary for this application where the highest speed that
our mouse would operate at is about one third of a meter per second.
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Article 3. PCB Design
We have created a 3 layer board design for our micromouse because there were too
many components to put on one board. The traces would overlap each other and cause
short circuit issues. Most importantly we needed to separate our analog components from
our noise components as well because we don’t want any interference interrupting any
data being received from the analog components. We designed our mouse by using Altium;
a PCB design software. We began by creating a conceptual design for boards. We created
schematics for each part of the mouse. Refer to Appendix A for details and schematics of

each component’s PCB layout.

After finalizing our PCB design, we have created our mouse with 3 layers. For example,
the pictures below illustrate our IR sensors being on the top board. Our middle board is the
processing unit, the Nucleo, which controls the top and bottom board. Our bottom board is
the power which drives the mouse.

Figure 11: Top (First two images) and Bottom (Last two images) Layer Design
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Article 4. Software Design
After the hardware design, software design is important as it incorporates
communications between all the electronic components through the microcontroller. It is
basically the brain of the mouse. We will examines the importance of the Modified Flood
Fill Algorithm and the Control Loop and how it is tied together to control the movement
and intelligence of the mouse.

A. Modified Flood Fill Algorithm
An essential part of our mouse’s intelligence is the algorithm running in the
background. We implemented the Modified Flood Fill Algorithm as it only updates the cell’s
neighbors’ distance if it encounters a wall. Below is an in-depth description of what and
why we chose this algorithm.

Definition of Algorithm:

An algorithm is a set of instructions that can be used to consistently go from a
certain starting condition to a certain ending condition. The key to a good algorithm is
covering any and all edge cases in the decision tree that might be encountered along the
way. This guarantees that regardless of the interior conditions, given the same boundary
conditions, an algorithm will always arrive at the same end condition.

Flood Fill Algorithm:

The flood fill algorithm is based on the concept of water flooding a maze. The flood
fill algorithm starts at a set, possibly more than one, ending positions. It then begins to add
water into the maze at these end spots, and water will always travel along the shortest path
between cells. When water reaches the starting cell, then the path it took is the shortest
path to the ending cell. In this sense, flood fill always starts at an end point and works
backward to reach the start cell. Assuming the maze is solvable, the water will always reach
the starting cell; and hence, flood fill is a complete algorithm for maze solving under all
interior conditions.
The flood fill algorithm outlined above does make certain assumptions and
knowledge about the overall structure of the maze, in that we have knowledge of the walls.
In our case, of a mouse moving through a maze, we slowly encounter and discover walls, so
the algorithm is modified in that initially we simply assume there are no interior walls and
travel along the shortest distance path. As we travel we eventually encounter walls and
dead ends. When this occurs, we again start at the end cells and flood the entire maze again
with these new walls in mind and accounted for. This updates the distances to the center
for all the cells in the maze. The more of the maze that is explored, the more information
we have to calculate an actual path to an end cell, and we are guaranteed an eventual found
path to center if one exists.
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What is Modified Flood Fill Algorithm?

In this case, we used the modified flood fill algorithm for calculating the path to end
cells. The difference between the two algorithms is that in the flood fill case, every new wall
discovered results in the flood fill algorithm being run on every cell in the maze, but the
problem is that this is memory and computationally expensive, and while wall in certain
areas might change large groupings of cell distances, in most cases a single wall being
updated only updates the current path to center and a few neighboring cells, so with this in
mind, instead of re-running the algorithm from the center to every cell, we run the
algorithm from the current cell and see what neighbors are modified. If a neighbor isn’t
modified, then its neighbors can’t possibly be modified either, and we only propagate the
modifications through modified neighbors.
The way the modified flood fill algorithm is implemented in code is by using a stack
that holds modified cells. Initially the current cell is pushed to the stack, along with any
neighbors that are affected by a new wall. We then calculate the free path length from the
cells to the neighbors. If there is an open path, then the difference between two cells should
be 1 unit distance. If we find that the difference is not 1 unit, we update the neighbor with
the appropriate +1 distance, and add its neighbors for processing since the path length to
that cell has changed. Eventually we reach cells that are not affected by this path length
change, they have enough open neighbors that provide cheaper paths to center, so the
stack empties, and we are done with the current flood fill. The speed up is logarithmic with
increase in maze size.
We did not get to test the modified flood fill algorithm on our mouse. We had hardware
challenges that we did not count for at the end. Our algorithm was very promising and it
visits all cells and marks dead end routes.

B. Control Loop
So, how does the mouse maneuver with the intelligence and object avoidance
capabilities? All the electronic components discussed above play a role as they feed back
data to the microcontroller. The microcontroller then processes the data, adjusts the
motors’ PWM, updates modified flood fill algorithm, and determines which direction to
proceed next. Figure 12 illustrates a high-level description of what happens in the control
system.
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Figure 12: Control Loop Block Diagram
Within every 5 milliseconds a Systick Handler interrupts and the following features are
sample and/or process: encoder feedback, IR sensors, modified flood fill algorithm, and
PWM for motor controls.
We sample the encoder feedback first as it gives us the amount of distances traveled.
The new encoder readings are subtracted from the old encoder readings to calculate the
total distance traveled between each interrupt. In order to drive straight, the mouse’s
motor speeds are adjusted to an ideal speed according to how far or how many ticks it last
traveled. In addition, the IR sensors are sampled to help control the motor speeds within an
ideal threshold. This also helped the mouse avoid hitting or running into any walls.
Through experimental testing, we calculated 14 ticks per 5 milliseconds. The encoder ticks
are used to adjust the mouse to drive straight with the help of IR sensors.
Next, we sampled the IR sensors; each set of sensors is sample for 65 microseconds.
The two angled sensors are sampled first then the two forward sensors. The left and right
angled sensors are sampled first because we want the mouse to avoid crashing to the side
walls. The two forward sensors are sampled next to sense if there is a wall in front of the
mouse. If the mouse sense a wall, it will update the modified flood fill algorithm such as
updating the cell’s and neighbor’s distance to the center and determine the direction and
speed of the motors. The microcontroller produce Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) signals
to the H-Bridge which controls the right and left motors.

Functionality of IR Sensor Feedback:

The IR sensors’ analog voltages are fed into the ADC (Analog-to-Digital Converter)
pins on the microcontroller. The ADC pins convert the analog voltage to digital values. We
created a look up table with these digital values, measuring from 20 cm to 230 cm from a
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wall. Each sensor is measured and calibrated every time the sensor is adjusted or there is a
change in orientation due to hitting the wall. For example, if the mouse’s two front sensors
sense a wall with digital values of anything above 1100, it starts to slow down because it
knows that it is approaching a wall soon.
One of the major issues we had with reading the IR sensors was the location and
placement of the sensors. Every time the sensors hit a wall due to experimental testing, we
had to recalibrate the sensors such as re-measuring all the digital values and distances
again. This became tedious. To solve the problem, we glued a rubber bumper to the front of
the top layer PCB. This reduced the IR sensor readings from changing drastically.

Functionality of the Encoder Feedback:

The Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) signals controls the ideal speed of each motor.
The rotary encoders provide the actual speed of each wheel. In Figure 13, it illustrates the
encoder feedback implemented. For example if running a long straight away of 5 cells, the
mouse should reach a higher ideal speed (xSpeed) than if only moving two cells before
turning or running into a wall. This ideal speed, sent from the “straight profile gen” box in
Figure 13, is then compared with the left and right encoder feedback (L+R), which
represents actual speed. From these two parameters, an error (xError) is produced and the
PWM signal is adjusted proportional to the speed error as well as its integral (position),
which makes our controller Proportional Integral (PI). In addition to translational error,
we need to take into account rotational error (wError). For driving straight, rotational
speed (wSpeed) will be set to zero, then compared with the difference between right and
left encoder speeds (R-L) to produce a rotational error (wError). This error is sent through
a PI controller as well which adjusts the PWM signal to each motor accordingly. Overall,
maintaining xError close to zero ensures that ideal speeds and changes in speed
(acceleration/deceleration) are followed. However, this doesn’t guarantee that the wheels
move together. To ensure straight driving, wSpeed must be set to zero and wError must be
adjusted to zero as well. This provides a figurative “axle” through which the wheels will
move together like the back wheels of a car.
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Figure 13: Encoder Feedback

Article 5. Conclusion
Throughout the design and development of our autonomous micromouse, we
encountered many hardware and software issues. Some issues were soldering, placement
of sensors, mouse’s design, and time constraints. Major problems occurred in hardware
which pushed the testing and software programming back a couple weeks. Another key
factor that affected our design was the placement of the wheels. We placed the wheels close
to the end of the mouse which made it harder for the mouse to turn when it encounters a
dead end. This affected the embedded programming section because most of our time were
dedicated to have the mouse pivot turn. Another problem was the placement of the IR
sensors. Every time the mouse hits a wall, we had to recalibrate the sensors.These issues
affected the functionality of our mouse. Overall, the project allows us to better understand
electronic components. It gave us a better understanding of how to read data sheets and
schematics.

A. Recommendations
Some recommendations to designing any autonomous robot is to build a prototype first
before designing the PCB layout. Do all the hardware testing and design on a breadboard
first to check if all the electronic components function as expected together. In addition,
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test all embedded programing code such as GPIOs (General Purpose I/O), ADCs, and TIMs
pins are functioning as expected with the correct readings. After the prototype is designed
and tested to work properly with the software code, the PCB layout can be design. Another
recommendation is to always order spare parts. There is nothing worst then to have an
electronic component shorted and not have any spare on site. The risk of shorting and
damaging components is high so spare parts are essential.
Thus, the overall experience was intriguing as it allows us to troubleshoot and solve
engineering problems, work as a team, and execute a functional autonomous robot with
minor issues
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Appendix A: PCB Designs
A1. Nucleo F411RE
We began by pinning out the Nucleo board and see which pins we can use for ADC,
GPIO, UART and TIM. These were pins were essential to our design because it was used for
our feedback control and pulse modulation signals. Below is a schematic of our Nucleo
pinout board.

Figure 14: Nucleo Board Schematic

Figure 15: Nucleo F411RE

A2. Power System
For our power system, we used a 5V regulator for the pin E5V because it can intake a
voltage between 4.75V to 5.25V. An option we had was Vin, but this voltage minimum
required 7V to 12V. We didn’t use this because we were afraid of a voltage drop between
our 7.4V battery to Vin.
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Figure 16: Power System Schematic
Setting up the power system allowed us to distribute power to other components. The 5V
regulator powered by the H-Bridge and the Nucleo board. The 7.4V battery also powered
our H-Bridge.

A3. H-Bridge System
Our H-Bridge helped us control the speed of our motors. This helped the motors turn
slowly and accelerate straight quickly. This is done by sending pulse width modulation
signals to the DC motors from the H-Bridge. An example is shown below.

Figure 17: H-Bridge System
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A4. Encoder System
An essential component that played a key role in our design is the encoder. The encoder
is the feedback system from our DC wheels. Thus, we also designed a PCB for each Halleffect IC to achieve the precise positioning required for proper rotary encoder operation
(Figure 18). The AS5304 chip comes in a small, 20-pin TSSOP package, however, our PCB
design made for simple interfacing with the rest of our design by utilizing only two inputs
(VDD and GND) and two outputs (Channel A and B quadrature square wave).

Figure 18: PCB Design of Hall-effect IC

Figure 19: Encoder System Schematic
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A5. Emitters/Receivers System

Figure 20: Emitter System

Figure 21: Receiver System
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Appendix B: Cost Analysis
San Diego State University sponsored this project and provided an overall budget of
$600. Additionally, to qualify for the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
Southwest Region 6 Micromouse competition held annually at the University of California –
San Diego (UCSD), the mouse must be built with less than $500 in parts. Labor is not
included, and any free materials (SDSU manufactured PCBs, 3D printed pieces) should be
estimated.
At the beginning of the semester, we determined major budget items and projected
the percentage that each line item would cost (Figure 22). As shown below, we allocated
most of our budget to motors and motor control, microcontroller, chassis, and spare parts.
The reason for a large spare parts budget was two-fold. First, to account for a planned
inventory of spare parts for cases of burned out or broken parts during the manufacturing
process. Second, to account for “accidental” spares that went unused in the most current
revision of our mouse’s design. The second category of spares is synonymous with research
and development and may be broken into its own category for further analysis.

Power
Supply
Sensors 7%
7%

SD Mighty Mouse Projected Spending
Misc. Motors/Motor
9%
Control
18%
Microcontroller
18%

Spare Parts
26%

Chassis
15%

Figure 22: Project Spending
The next chart, Figure 23, illustrates our actual spending over the life of the project.
As seen by comparing Figure 22 and Figure 23, we grossly underestimated how much we
would spend on spare parts and overestimated the rest of the budget items. The spare
parts category was largely research and development costs as we purchased relatively high
cost items such as different microcontrollers and motors knowing they could not all be
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used on the final design. However, the purchases were necessary to test different parts and
find the best fit.

SDSU Mighty Mouse Overall Spending
Power Misc. Motors/Motor
Sensors Supply 3%
Control
Microcontroller
2%
10%
5%
6%
Chassis
4%

Spares
70%

Figure 23: Overall Spending
The last chart, Figure 24, gives a percentage breakdown of the cost of our final
design that could be used in an IEEE competition. This chart omits the spare parts and
miscellaneous categories, accounting only for parts used in the finished product.
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SDSU Mighty Mouse Spending for IEEE
Power
Supply
23%

Motors/Mo
tor Control
36%

Sensors
7%
Chassis
16%

Microcontroller
18%

Figure 24: Percentage Spending
Table 1 summarizes the projected, actual, and final mouse costs with a dollar value
breakdown of each category including tax costs. In hindsight, we should have broken up the
spare parts category into spares and research and development for a more accurate cost
analysis.
Parts
Motors/Motor
Control
Microcontroller
Chassis
Spare Parts
Sensors
Power Supply
Misc.
Tax
Total

Projected Actuals
$100.00
$100.00
$82.00

$44.87
$23.26
$19.87

Balance

$55.13
$76.74
$62.13
$140.00 $321.33 $181.33
$40.00
$8.85
$31.15
$40.00 $29.36
$10.64
$50.00 $12.49
$37.51
$48.00 $36.80
$11.20
$600.00 $496.83 $103.17
Table 1: Summary of Spending

Final Mouse
$44.87
$23.26
$19.87
$0.00
$8.85
$29.36
$0.00
$10.10
$136.31

In summary, we stayed within our overall budget by just over $100 and our final
mouse design is well under the IEEE competition limit of $500. Throughout the semester,
we managed our resources efficiently and our productivity was never limited by lack of
parts. From a cost perspective, we explored many different design possibilities and created
a highly capable finished product while meeting all budget criteria. Overall, it was a
successful venture!
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Appendix C: Milestones
ID

Task Name

Finish PCB Assembly
Straight Pathway Coding
Map Algorithim
Mouse Drives Straight
Turn Coding
Mouse Turns Smoothly
Test Mouse
Revisions to Mouse and
8
Final testing
9 Mouse is Finished
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Start

Finish

Duration

4/10/2015

4/10/2015

1d

4/13/2015

4/17/2015

5d

4/13/2015

4/17/2015

5d

4/20/2015

4/20/2015

1d

4/20/2015

4/24/2015

5d

4/27/2015

4/27/2015

1d

4/27/2015

4/29/2015

3d

4/29/2015

5/1/2015

3d

5/4/2015

5/4/2015

1d

Apr 2015
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

May 2015
22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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